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“Fundraising One Brick at a Time”
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can be raised?

You can raise unlimited funds. You decide

how much each brick sells for. Bricks have

sold from $25 to $1,000 each. Remember,

your cost always stays the same.

ow much money

and tiles last a

lifetime. Personalized bricks and tiles, in the

shape and size of your choice, can help you

raise funds and provide donor recognition at

the same time. If fundraising is in your future,

Bricks ‘R Us offers you today’s best pathway

to success.
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last a

lifetime. The engravings are sandblasted

into the brick or tile, not merely scanned on.

Our engraved brick program has been used

with astonishing success by schools, cities,

towns, museums, zoos, scout ing

organizations, and even The Disney

Corporation.

the brick engraving

indus t ry wi th our technologica l

capabilities, our personalized service, and

our commitment to help you make your

project a success.

ur engraved bricks

Bricks ‘R Us leads

OO

(305) 931-7773 (Phone)

(305) 931-7774 (Fax)

Bricks ‘R Us is the only company

that combines computer generated

engraving technology and high volume

production capacity with our extensive

control and tracking system, for

outstanding accuracy.
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in

Springfield, Massachusetts, raised over

$520,000.00! Sound too good to be true?

Then read on! You, too, can benefit from

this proven method of fundraising, and at

the same time, provide lasting recognition

to those who participate in your project.

Our engraved brick and tile donor

programs offer an exciting way to involve

your patrons in fundraising with a

promotion that permanently salutes their

efforts!

for which each

individually personalized brick or tile will

be sold. will provide you with

their low net price per inscribed item. The

Bricks ‘R Us

he MacDuffie School

You determine the price

difference between those two costs is the

extend

beyond our engraving capabilities. We

have created consulting services to ensure

the success of your campaign. In addition,

we offer marketing, public relations,

mapping and tracking systems, and an array

of sales related services.

of type style

designs and letter sizes. They are available

on practically any surface, creating a truly

distinctive look that is tailored to an

exciting and meaningful project.

Personalized bricks or tiles can be installed

in walkways, plazas, indoor corridors, and

on vertical walls. You can offer a low priced

way for everyone to pitch in and help raise

money for your organization.

ricks ‘R Us services

We offer a wide variety

Bricks ‘R Us is renown for our ability to

create a beautiful and distinctive look for

your project by using a variety of type

styles, borders, symbols, and logos.

For more information, including a list of

the most common materials, prices, and a

client list, please log onto our website.

www.bricksrus.com

“Fundraising One Brick at a Time”
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direct profit to the charity or project of your

choice. Best of all, your donor’s name or

inscription is literally “set in stone” for a

lifetime.

your own building,

you can team up with the city, local park,

playground, shopping center and share in

the success of our brick donor recognition

program.

Even if you don’t have
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